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FORMULATION OF A MODE L FOR PORE WATER CONVECTION 

IN THAWING SUBSEA PERMAFROST 

W.D . Harrison 

ABSTRACT 

Ice-bearing permafrost exists in a transient 

state under much of the Beaufort Sea shelf. A 

thawed layer usually underlies the sea bed. Its 

rate of evolution depends critically on the rate 

of salt transport from the sea water through the 

thawed layer and into the ice below. In some 

areas convection of the interstitial water is an 

important salt transport process . The field ob

servations in one such area at Prudhoe Bay , 

Alaska, are reviewed. They are used as a basis 

for the formulation of a theoretical model whose 

purpose is to describe some of the features of 

the convective regime. The theory is complicated 

by coupling of heat and salt transport processes, 

and by a moving phase boundary. However, in some 

realistic cases the theory can be decoupled and 

simplified. Some of the features of the convec

tive regime are known from the field observati

ons : Peclet number for heat << 1 , Peclet number 

for salt > > 1, extremely large Rayleigh number 

for salt, and probably a very complicated pat

tern of convection . 
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ZU SM~MENFI\SSUNG 

Der mi t Eis durchsetzte Permafrost unterhalb des 

grossten Teils des Beaufort- Schildes ist in einem tran

sienten Zustand . Gewohnlich ist unterhalb des Meeres 

bodens eine aufgetaute Schicht zu finden. I hre zeitli 

che Entwicklung hangt in kritischer Weise vom Grade 

des Salztransportes ab , der vom Meerwasser durch die 

aufgetaute Schicht in das darunter liegende Eis erfolgt. 

In gewissen Regionen bildet die Konvektion des Poren

wassers einen wichtigen Faktor fur den Salztransport. 

Es werden die Fel dbeobachtungen in einem solchen Ge

biet bei Prudhoe Bay , Alaska , beschrieben. Sie dienen 

a l s Grundlage zur Formulieru ng eines theoretischen Mo

delles , dessen Ziel es ist, e i nige der Hauptursachen 

dieser Konvention zu beschreiben . Die Theorie ist des

ha l b kompliziert, weil die Warme- und Salztransport

prozesse gekoppelt sind , und weil sich die Phasen

grenzflache zwischen dem gefrorenen und aufgetauten 

Permafrost bewegt. In einigen realistischen Fallen 

konnen die se Prozesse in der Theorie entkoppel t und 

stark vereinfacht werden . Einige der Haupteigenschaf

ten der Konvektionsstr omung sind aus den Feldbeobach

tungen bekannt , indem die Pecletzahl flir Tautempera

t ur wesentlich kle i ner als 1 und die Pecletzahl flir 

Salz wesentlich grosser als 1 sind, die Rayle i ghzahl 

fur Sal z ausserordentlich grosse werte annimmt und die 

Konvektionsstromung wahrscheinlich eine sehr kompli

zierte Struktur aufweist. 
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INTRODUCT I ON 

Ice bearing subsea permafrost is now known to be wide 

spread on the cont inental she lves of the' Arctic Ocean , a 

matter of considerabl e importance in connection with present 

attempts to deve l op petro l eum resources there. The perma

frost exists because the shelves where not always submerged . 

At times of different shoreline position they were emergent 

and exposed to cold sub- aerial temperatures l ong enough for 

substantial permafrost growth to occur . The present subsea 

permafrost regime is therefore a transient one, which is re

sponding to relative l y warm a nd salty oceanographic condi

tions. In the Beaufort sea of Alaska mean annual sea bed tem

peratures are negative , but a thawed layer of sediments vary

ing from 0 to lOO or more meters in thickness has developd 

beneath the sea bed ; thawing at the base of the subsea perma

frost by geothermal hea t must be occurrin g as well. To give 

some perspective , the thickness of the ice - bearing sediments 

onshore at the Prudhoe Bay oilfield is about 600 m, and the 

ice content is 40 % by vo lume (La chenbruch and others , in press) . 

The existence of thawing at negative temperatures points 

to the impor tance of salt , the transport of vlhich is often 

the rate controlling factor . It has been knovm for some time 

that in relatively permeable subsea sediments, gravity dri

ven convection of the pore water in the thawed layer occurs , 

l e ading to efficient transport of salt through the thawed 

layer and rapid thawing (Harrison and Osterkamp, 1 978 - here

after referred to as H and 0 , 1978) . The driving mechanism 

is the relatively fresh and buoyant water generated by the 

melting ice . In impermeab l e sediments this process does not 

occur and the thav/ rates are extretnely slow. 

Because the requirement of phase equilibrium forces a con

nection between salinity and te~perature at the bottom of the 

thawed layer, the convective regime has some unusual proper-
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ties . The purpose of this report is to provide a physical 

description of the regime, and to formulate quantitative mo

dels of it. This is particularly attractive at our present 

stage of knowledge , because field observations have determi

ned numerical values , or at least the orders of magnitude , 

of all the input parameters for such a model . It is felt that 

a better understanding of the c onvective regime will help us 

to solve some of the outstanding problems discussed later , 

such as the uniformity of the temperature alon g the bottom 

of the thawed layer . 

THE FIELD OBSERVATIONS 

We shall focus our attention on one relatively well-studied 

area where convection is occurring, near the Prudhoe Bay West 

Dock. Several investigators have carried out subsea perma

frost observations there in the last decade. Some general in

formation can be found in a review by Sellmann (1980) . Infor

mation particularly useful for our purposes is given by Harri

son and Osterkamp (1982) and Ost erkamp and Harrison (1982). 

Most of the numerical values used later come from these sour

ces . Near the West Dock , the base of the thawed layer, also 

called the phase boundary because it is a liquid-solid H20 

interface, has a strikingly well-defined parabolic shape from 

440 m to severa l km from shore (Figure 1). It also has an ex

tremely uniform temperature, implying a uniform salinity 

along it . Closer to shore the shape and temperature are more 

complicated . Although the phase boundary seems extremely sharp , 

it is known that some salt, and therefore some liquid phase , 

exist below it . Within the thawed layer the 90re water sali

nity is about 25% higher than that of normal sea water . It 

is fairly constant , except near the sea bed , but it shows two 

systematic features , a small general increase with depth, and 

a small decrease in the bottom f raction of a meter . The tern-
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Figure 1 Approximate configuration of subsea permafrost at 

Prudhoe Bay , Ala ska , near t he West Dock . The phase 

boundary is shown dashed near shore where its de 

tai l s are not well - known . The submer~ion time scale 

is based on an assumed shore line re t reat rate of 

1 m yr- 1 . 

perature profiles through the thawed layer seem to be quite 

linear , except for the obvious effect of seasonal variations 

i n sea bed temperature . Seasona 1 i c e formatio n sometimes 

occurs in the shallow sea bed sediment s . The present shore

ljne retreat rate is roughly 1 m yr-1 . 

The reasons for some of these fea tures are known o r have 

p l ausible expl anations . The parabol i c shape of the phase 

boundary pr obabl y results from a more or less constant shore 

l i ne retreat rate , so that the submersion time offshore is 

proportional to distance . Simple Stefan theory , \vhi ch predi cts 

that the thickness should i ncrease a s / time under simple con

ditions , then predicts the shape . The more compl i cated beha

v i our near shore is not well understood , but it is partly due 

to a colder sea bed , which is parti cularly noticeable where 
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the water depth is less than the 2 meter late winter sea ice 

thickness . This introduces a transient into the thawed layer 

development . The realtively high salinity in the thawed l ayer 

is probably due to the fact that seasonal pulses of highly 

saline water are generated by growth of sea ice or by salt 

drainage from it. This dense water can sink into the sediments, 

while the less saline, less dense water present at other times 

of the year cannot. The slight downward increase of salinity 

in the thawed layer may have a similar origin; the saltiest 

pulses may tend to sink deepest . Alternatively, the increase 

could be a relict effect from saltier near shore conditions. 

The thin layer at the bottom wher e the salinity decreases is 

a boundary layer in the conventional sense within which the 

salt transport changes f rom convective to diffusive. The li

near temperature profiles suggest that the heat transport is 

primari ly diffusive (or "conductive" ) ; in other words , the 

Peclet number for heat transport PeT <<l . The rapid thaw rates, 

known from the shoreline retreat rate, indicate that the op

posite is true for sa l t ; Pes» 1 (Hand 0 , 1978) . These Peclet 

numbers can be different because the diffusivity of salt is 

so much less than that of heat . 

Other features of the development of the thawed layer are 

not understood . The sea bed temperature and salinity are 

thought to vary considerably in both space and time , e ven 

beyond 440 m, so the uniformity of the phase boundary shape 

and salinity is a surprise. It is not known whether the salt 

below the phase boundary should be treated as an initial con

dition , or whether it has penetrated since submersion . Al 

though the order of magnitude of the pore water velocity can 

be guessed, li t tle is known about the structure of the velo

city field. To provide the basis for prediction of that struc

ture is one of the main purposes of the mode l . 
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GENERAL THEORY 

We begin by defi ning a l l the symbols that wil l be used, 

which are unfortunately numerous. 

Coordinates : 

x horizontal, perpendicular to shore 

y vertical , positive down, zero at sea bed 

z horizontal , paral l e l to shore 

t time 

eg unit vector along y-axis 

Y phase boundary y - coordinate 

Heat: 

PeT Peclet number for heat transport 

T temperature (°C) 

K thermal diffusivity 

y porosity times ratio of water and bulk he~t capacities 

h latent heat per unit volume of the porous medium 

K1 thermal condictivity above phase boundary 

K2 thermal condictivity below phase boundary 

To ~ Tio sea bed temperature 

Ty= TIY phase boundary temperature 

G equilibrium geothermal gradient in permafrost onshore 

Ts ground sur face temperature onshore 

Tf freezing temperature of overlying sea water with sali
nity So. 

Salt : 

Pes Peclet number for salt transport 

S porewater salinity 

Sr a re ference salinity , zero of sa linity scale 

Ks diffusivity of salt 

S' S - Sr 

Su = s10 sea bed salinity 

Sy = Sly phase boundary salinity 

s a characteristic salinity used in defining a Rayleigh 
number 

6S salinity change across the boundary l ayer at the phase 
boundary 
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Mass flow , 

y actual water velocity 

vx,y , z velocity componen ts 

<P porosity 

k hydr a ul ic conducti vity 

P pr essure , expressed as a head 

p density 

Pr a reference density corresponding to the r eference 
sa linity Sr 

a a constant express ing the dependence of p on S 

f (T) a function of T e xpressing the dependence of p on T 

P ' p- y 

vc a char acteristic water velocit y 

Vp the f l ux velocity 

Ra Ray l e igh number 

v ve l oci ty along t he phase boundar y 

b boundar y layer thickness 

The theory i s summarized in a fairly general way , so the 

subsequent approximations wi ll be more obvi ous . It is as fol 

l ows : 
17 · ( <Py ) = 0 . 

y = - k(I7P - p/pr eg) , 

17·(K 175) -v· I7S - ()S 
s - llt 0 

K 172 T - y y ·17T - -~~ = 0 I 

PIPr l+ a (S - Sr)+ f(T) , 

Incompressibility , 

Darcy ' s law , 

Salt transport , 

Heat transport , 

Equation of state. 

There are two main assumptions in these equations , that t~e 

sed i ments are i sotropic , and that no inertial t erms are need

ed in Darcy ' s law. The l atter needs to be checked after more 

is known about the'veloci t y solution . Additiona l assumptions 

are. as follows : t hat the po r osity (<j>) a nd salt diffusivity 

(Ks) are constant, that heat transport i s primari l y conductive 
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(Y y · VT negligible) , and that the effect of temperature vari

ations on density is negligible (f(T) negligible). The latter 

two ~ssumptions seem to be quite valid . Further s i mplifica

tion results from combinati on of the second and fifth equa

tions . WR then have 

'Y · y_ = o. 

y = - k (V P' - a S ' eg) , 

2 as• 
Ks V S ' -y·V S ' -Tt: 0, 

K v2 T - aT = o 
at • 

i~ which the unknowns are y, P ' , S' ~nd T . In solving these 

equations the hydraulic conductivity to porosity ratio (k) 

would be assumed constant as well. The most important aspect 

of these simplified equations is that the temperature enters 

only into the l ast, and is there fore decoupl ed from the other 

variables as far as the governing equations a r e concerned . 

However, we will see that it is still coupled via the bounda

ry conditions . 

Boundary conditions apply at the sea bed and at the phase 

boundary . In the most general case they involve derivatives 

normal to these surfaces . Exr.ept close to shore it is probab

ly a reasonable approximation to assume these surfaces are 

horizonta l, thereby simplifying the complex geometry to a ho

rizontal infinite laye£ . z - dependence of the boundary condi

tions is also ignored; this is also a reasonable approxima

tion . At the phase boundary the boundary conditions then be-

come 

c:l dY _ _ as 
~ y dt - Ks ay ly 1 

dY a~cy < Yl 1 aT(y > Y) 1 

h dt = - KJ. ay IY + K2 ay IY • 

Impermeable boundary, 

Phase equilibrium, 

Stefan condition 
for salt, 

Stefan condition 
for heat. 
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The third condition impl ies that there is no salt transport 

below the phase boundary . The second sometimes needs to be 

correct ed for the effect of pressure. At the sea bed the 

boundary conditions a r e 

vx \ o 0 

5
\o 

prescribed function of x and t 

T\o prescribed function of X a nd t . 

The first of these implies a permeable ~ea bed, where the 

overlying free water does not sustain any pressure gradient. 

It can be s t a t ed in the equivalent form P ' lo = constant . In 

fact , travelling waves on the surface of the ocean do cause 

sea bed pressure variations that induce pore water motion 

and contribute to salt transport. The phenomenon has been 

investi gated theoret i cally by Harrison and others (1982) for 

the case in which gravity- driven convection is absent, and 

found to be negligible when the hydraulic conductivit y has 

the magnitude characteristic of Prudhoe Bay . It therefore 

seems l ikely that gravi t y driven convection is the dominant 

process , so the constant pressure boundary condition should 

suffice . 

Initial conditions corresponding to permafrost conditions 

before s ubmersion also have to be specified. Then Y =0, and 

the temperature has the s impl e form 

T = Gy + Ts 

determined by t he equilibrium geothermal gradient (G) and the 

surface temperature (Tsl . T =constant is a sufficient appro

ximation for some case s . 

An example of how this complicated theor y permits exact 

sol ution when y = Q and the boundary a nd initial condi t ions 

a r e s i mple is given by H and 0 (1978) . 

diffusive salt transport limit Pes= 0 . 

This is the purely 
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FORMULATION OF THE MODEL 

Before we can justify the further approximations that lead 

to the simplest useful models, the physics of the development 

of the thawed layer needs to be discussed carefully . Let us 

assume that the phase boundary is flat, and focus our atten

tion on one particular place, now offshore, where for simpli

city the sea bed temperature (To) and salinity (So) are assu

med fixed in time . As long as To > Tf , where Tf is the freez 

ing temperature of seawater with salinity s0, thawing will 

oc~ur if salt can penetrate . It is the nature of that penet

ration, whether by molecular diffusion or by motion of the 

pore water , and how it is influenced by the requirement of 

phase equilibrium at the phase boundary, that we need to dis -

cuss . 

Figure 2 shows the T and S distributions across the thawed 

layer for different transport regimes . Curves a , calculated 

from H and 0 (1978) , are for a purely diffusive rP.gime 

(Pes =0) which has the following chain of consequences : 

large low warm low low slow 
==';> ~ ~ ==? heat =* 

VS Sy liT fl0W thawing 

in which the connection between Sy and Ty is forced by phase 

equilibrium . In this diffusive case the thaw rate is very 

slow because the temperature gradient is very small . On the 

other hand , if convection is occurring it will tend to smear 

out the large diffusive salt gradient (VS) and alter the 

above chain of events . Curves b show what might be expected 

for medium convective development (Pes .. 1) . Curves c sho~' the 

sit.uation for strongly developed convection (Pes »1) . The 

thaw rate is largest in t.his case because the temperature 

gradient is largest. The bottom of the salinity curve c is 

magnified in Figure 2 to show that a thin boundary layer, in 

which the transport is diffusive , must exist as long a the 
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phase boundary is impermeable . However , the salinity jump 

across the thin boundary layer is very small , and the salini

ty at the phase boundary is essentially the same as at the 

sea bed . This leads to an important simplification , because 

when the convection is not strongly developed the phase boun

dary temperature and saljnity have to be determined as part 

of the solution of the full coupled problem with Stefan boun

dary conditions . The temper ature curves in Figure 2 are 

drawn linear to indicate t hat the heat transport, even in 

case c , is diffusive (P~<<l ). 

r, 
T-

0 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I I 
I I 

s-

: PHASE I 
~----~~----BOUNDARY I 

fY 

Figure 2 Tempera tur e and sal inity behaviour in the 

thawed layer : a for a purely diffusive re

gime, and b and c respectively for partial

ly and strongly developed convective regimes. 

Which of these transport regimes exists for given material 

properties and boundar y conditions depends upon the state of 

development of the thawed layer thickness . When it is very 

thin H and 0 (1978) have shown that a purely diffusive re

gime is stable , and have calculated the thaw rate . But the 

same theory shows that soon , after a few years of submersi on 
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when the thawed layer is still only a fraction of a meter 

thick, convection should begin . At this point probably both 

the thaw rate and the strength of convection increase rapidly, 

and the strongly developed convective regime probably exists 

while the thawed layer is still thin. At this stage, as al 

ready described , the phase boundary temperature is very near 

the freezing temperature of the overlying water, and is there

fore determined . Since PeT<<l, this means that subsequent 

development of the thawed layer can be calculated by heat 

conduction theory without further reference to the problems 

of salt transport. For example, if the initial temperature 

was roughly constant and the seabed temperature and salinity 

remain fixed , simple Stefan theory shows that the thawed lay

er thickness develops as lt . A scheme for calculating a more 

accurate time dependence is given by Lachenbruch and others 

(1977), but lt is probably good enough for a simple model . 

It should be emphasized that transient effects associated 

with complex near shore conditions are probably much more im

portant, and less understood, than any that might be asscia

ted with an initially diffusive regime . 

Despite some of the compilations discussed earlier, there 

seems to be no doubt that the salt convective regime at the 

West Dock is strongly developed . The phase boundary tempera

ture is known and seems constant in t ime, and the sea bed 

temperature is known , so there is no serious problem in cal

culating temperature and thawed layer thickness . This means 

that a practical predictive tool exi sts . It also means that 

temperature is almost completely decoupled, in the sense that 

the salinity, velocity a nd pressure fields are governed by 

subject to 

'V · '!. = 0, 

v = -k ('VP ' - aS ' e9 J , 

as • 
Ks 'V 2 S ' - V · 'VS ' - -- = 0 - at ' 
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slo so ' 

vxlo 0 

Vyly 0 

as I - Sy dY - ~~ ::; 
ay Ks dt Ks dt 

y 

Temperature enters only indirectly , in determining the phase 

boundary position (Y) , the depth at which the last two boun

dary conditions are to be applied. Un l ike the conventional 

Stefan problem, this depth i s k nown f r om the heat conduction 

calculation ; neither it nor the salinity there has to be de

termined in the course of the solution of the above equations . 

Since this depth behaviour is known , dY/dt in the fourth 

boundary condition is known also , so the problem is complete

ly specified. 

APPLI CATION OF THE MODEL 

As a start, we should consider only those problems to 

which the simple decoupl ed model is applicable . Although the 

equations describing it may look simple , and can perhaps be 

attacked by boundary layer methods , their solution will be 

sufficient l y difficult wi t hout the coupling with temperature 

and the Stefan boundary conditions of the full theory. Use of 

the decoupled model probabl y excludes application to the 

transient near shore region and to the effect of seasonal 

freezing at the sea bed, at least for now until we know more 

about the appropriate boundary conditions . Strictly speaking, 

it would seem to exclude the use of space and time- dependent 

boundary conditions in general , because then the assumption 

So~ Sy may be invalid . However , the field observation that 

Sy is quite constant in time indicates that this point of 

view is too pessimistic . For exampl e , one could test various 

sea bed salinity funct i o n s (So) t o see if they produce the 
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field observed essentially constant value of Sy . Such an 

approach might also produce the high , slightly stratified sa

linity in the thawed layer that was described earlier . In the 

process, the time response of the system might become better 

understood. 

However, the simplest way to begin is with a constant sea 

bed salinity. The phase boundary can be taken horizontal as 

well. These conditions do not imply that the convection pat

tern becomes two-dimensional, in fact it probably does not, 

but we could assume uniformity i n the third dimension for a 

start . Even then, the motion of the lower boundary may make 

the problem too hard . It is possible that with the simple 

time dependence Y « lt the equations can be scaled in a 

simple way to take account of the motion. However, it may be 

better to assume the boundary fixed, and to investigate the 

adequacy of the approximation a posteriori . For example, if 

a characteristic pore water velocity (vel is considerably 

greater than the phase boundary velocity (dY/dt), the appro

ximation may be justified . Qualitative arguments in the next 

section suggest that this may be the case. It is very impor

tant to determine whether the fixed boundary approximation 

is valid . If so, it causes a final decoupling of the effect 

of temperature as far as the P', y and S fields are concerned , 

in that a moving boundary would no longer have to be conside

red, even one that moved in a specified way . Of course Y and 

dY/dt would appear , but as far as the convection solution is 

concerned, only as constants . 

It should be noted again that the porosity (~) , salt dif

fusivity (Ksl a nd the quotient of hydraulic conductivity and 

porosity (k) are assumed constant, and in the case of Ks and 

k, scalar as well . This is a fairly severe restriction. For 

e xample, the measured hydraulic conductivity varies by a fac 

tor of 3 or more about its mean value , although there may be 

slightly less variation ink , which is the quotient of hyd

raulic conductivity and porosity , and the parameter that 
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occurs in the theory . At any rate, it is obvious that we do 

not expect to reproduce the details of the real velocity 

field, even if we apply the correct boundary conditions . How

ever , we do expect to learn ~omething about its general struc

ture, the structure of the boundary layers , and what determi 

nes its time response . We are encouraged in these airr.s by the 

regularities that have been observed , especially by the /t 
dependence of the thawed layer thickness after the near shore 

transient has died out , and by the uniform phase boundary 

temperature and salinity . We recall that the latter implies 

that this temperature and salinity have also been constantin 

time, because the spatial and temporal pictures are similar 

in a constant shore line retreat model. 

SOME ASPECTS OF THE CONVECTIVE REGIME 

We now consider some aspects of the convective regime that 

can be understood without formal solution of the model equa

tions , requiring instead only field data or a combination of 

field data and model formulation . Numerical values are taken 

f r om Table 1 . 

The Peclet numbers 

The Peclet numbers for salt (Pe 5 ) and for heat (PeT) are 

first considered . Their orders of magnitude have been known 

for some time (H & 0 , 1978 ; H & 0 , 1982) but a more systema

tic a ppr oach is possible . We define Pes by first specifying 

a " flux velocity " (vFl as follows : 

Therefore 

Pe5 , defined as 

Salt flux : vF Sy 

dY 
VF = dt 

d Y 
Sy dt . 

:: 0 . 028 m yr- l (700 m from shore) . 

is then 
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y~ 
Pes = - ---=d=-t=-- ::: 16 4 . 

Ks 

If we define a heat Peclet number (PeT) in terms of the same 

velocity, 

These results support the earlier statements that Pes >> 1 and 

PeT <<1. These numerical values do not apply during the near

shore transient, but once it is over, and Y a: /t Y dY is dt 
constant . Therefore the Peclet numbers are also , independent 

of the subsequent thickness of the thawed layer . 

The Rayleigh number for salt transport 

If the salinity at the sea bed is fixed, and the motion 

of the phase boundary is ignored, a Rayleigh number (Ra) can 

be defined in the usual way: 

Ra = k a Y s 
Ks 

where s is some salinity difference . Since the salinity gra

dient is specified at the lower boundary, the appropriate s 

is what would be necessary to transport the flux thus speci 

fied by diffusion (Nield , 1968) : 

s = -~I y ()y 
y 

Eliminating ~~~y with the Stefan boundary condition, we get 

k a !';.. y2 dY 
-y dt 

Ra = 

::: 342 000 (700 m f rom shore) . 

Since convection is known to be strongly developed, such a 

high Rayleigh number is no surprise . Unlike the Peclet num

ber, the Rayleigh number is not constant, but increases with 

thawed layer growth, becoming proportional to Y (since Y ~ 
dt 

is constant) after the near shore transient is over . 
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Characteristic velocity 

We next consider a "characteristic" velocity (vel , which 

is not the same as the flux velocity vp (H & 0, 1982). If upon 

reaching the phase boundary the pore water gave up all its 

salt and then disappeared, Vc and vp would be the same . How

ever, tn fact it gives up very little of its salt and then 

flows away again. The small salt release is characterized by 

the small jump 6S across the boundary layer , which implies a 

salt release on the order of only 2 %. This suggests that vc 

be defined by 

Salt flux dY 
- vc liS Sy dt 

so 
Sy dY Sy 

vc -xs dt t:S Vp 

1.2 m yr-1 (700 m from shore) 

Because of the large uncertainity and probable variability 

in 6S , this estimate for vc is crude. \~e think of Vc as the 

ord~r of magnitude that would be expected of a measurement . 

However, here is where a more complete solution of the model 

might help the interpretation. For example , is the flow con

centrated in thin boundary layers between convecting cells? 

If so, the velocity there could be considerably greater than 

the above estimate . 

We see that vc is larger than dY/dt by the factor (Sy/llS), 

which we knovl is large. This suggests that the approximation 

of negle cting the phase boundary motion when solving the mo

del equations may be valid. 

Size scale of convection cells 

Information about the size of the convection cells can be 

extracted using the observation that the phase boundary sali 

nity Sy is almost constant . In Figure 3 the bottom of a cell 

of size L is shown in contact with the phase boundary . The 

rate of salt supply to the boundary layer is v Sy b, where b 

is the boundary layer thtckness, and v is the velocity along 
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V Syb 

\_:-----------~-~ 
PHASE 
BOUNDARY 

Figure 3 Contact between bottom of a convec

tion cell of size L and phase boun

dary . 

the phase boundary . The rate of loss of salt out of this 

layer to the thawing phase boundary is L Sy dY/dt . Since Sy is 

almost cons t ant , this loss mus t be much less than the supply, 

or 
dY 

v Sy b >> L Sy dt , 

othe rwise the salt concentration Sy in the boundary layer 

would decrease from left ro right in the Figure . The factor 

b enters because o n ly the salt within the boundary layer is 

available for thawing , since i t has to be transported to the 

thaw front by diffusion . The boundary layer thickness (b) i s 

defined by the Stefan condition 

dY 
Sy dt 

It seems reasonab l e to g o a step further and note t ha t the 

incoming salt supply is probabl y depleated by a fac t or of or

der 65/Sy as it traverses the bottom of the cell . The inequa

lity then becomes the o rder of magnitude equality 

fl S dY S v Sy b - L Sy dt 

Elimin ation of b a nd rearrangement give 

V -
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If Lis the same order of magnitude as Y, this leads to an 

unreasonably high v. For example , 700 m off shore Y = 25 m, 

which gives v- 9000 m yr-1. A velocity of this magnitude 

over a distance of 25 m would require a head drop of order 

I Y by Darcy ' s law . This gives 22 500 m, which is clearly 

impossible . 

This seems to indicate that the cell size is much smal

ler tha n Y, at least near the phase boundary . In other 

words , the convection patt ern may be complex , if an iden

tifiable , approximately time-independent pattern exists at 

all . It is probably naive to think of a single, approxima

tely equidimensional cell filling the entire thawed layer 

thickness . 
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TABLE 1 

k 10 m yr-1 

Ks " 4 · 10-3 m2 yr- 1 

K " 21 m2 yr-1 

a 0.773 

Sy 43·10-3 (43 %',) 

Y 25 m (700 m from shore) 

liS " 1·10-3 (average of va lues from 
Table l, H and 0 , 1982) 

Y(m) "' 1.147 /t(yr) - 276 , t > 440 yr 
(for a shore line retreat of l m yr- 1) 
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GLACIER FLOW 
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Article for 

1984 McGraw-Hill 
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ABSTRACT 

Some new developments in glaciology are ex

plained which are likely to have impact in fu

ture glaciological research . 

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG 

Einige neuere EntYiicklungen in der Glazio

logie werden dargelegt , die flir die zuklinftige 

Gletscherforschung von Bedeutung werden konnt

ten . 
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GLACIER FLOW - RECENT DEVELOPMENTS 

The motion of glaciers and ice sheets has fascinated man

kind for more than a century ; to some extent it still remains 

a mistery bP.cause the varied velocity scales are not jet ful 

ly unde r stood . It appears that several mechanisms may be res

ponsible for very similar flow conditions . 

In general , l arge ice masses are polythermal that is , they 

consist of two zones, a c o l d zone, in which the temperature 

of the ice is below the melting point, and a temperate zone , 

in which the ice is at the melting point . In the cold zone , 

heat generated by internal friction affects the temperature 

distribution , and this in turn affects the moti on . In the tem

perate zone , on the other hand, heat generated by friction 

melts some of the ice . Cold zones can be described in terms 

of a heat conducting viscous model, but temperate zones can 

be described only in terms of a model in which ice and water 

are treated in terms of a mixture of interacting ice and wa

ter , K. Hutter (1982a) . 

The flow and temperature distribution in g l aciers depends 

on what happens within the ice mass and its bounding surfaces , 

the free surface , the ice- rock interface a nd the ice - water 

interface of possible floating portions . Cold and temperate 

ice are separated by an interface at which the temperature 

gradient is generally discontinuous . The body flow is gover

ned by differential shearing ; the value of it depends on the 

creep law of ice under slow plastic deformation . Older models 

relate the deformation rate to the stress with a st r ess de 

pendent coefficient in such a way that in three dimensions 

isotropy of the ice is obtained , in partial disagreement with 

field observation . More realistic models of ice creep under 

plastic deformation orient themselves therefore at the aniso

tropy properties of the ice (L . W. Morland and U. Spring 1982) . 
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The overall velocities in a glacier depend crucially on 

what happens at the ice-rock interface . The boundary condi

tions depend on the fact whether the ice is cold or tempe

rate . At the cold portions of the base the no-slip condition 

applies ; adhesive forces prevent the ice from sliding over 

t he bedrock . When the ice at the base is temperate , however, 

the heat generated by deformation causes melting ; hence a 

layer of water separates the bottom from the rock and acts 

as a lubricant thereby allowing the ice to slide . The thick

ness of the lubricating film may be negligibly small, but it 

is sufficient to change the boundary condition from no-slip 

to perfect sliding . Bed resistance is now only due to pressu

re variations of the undulating bed . On occasion, in Alpine 

regjons when summer meltwater becomes abundant , interstitial 

water pressure is large and may partly lift the ice from its 

bedrock . Cavities are formed, the effective bed is thereby 

smoothed and the effective sliding resistivity therefore re

duced . The functional relationship connecting the basal slid

ing velocity ub and the basal shear traction Tb is quali

tatively known for sliding without cavity formation and as 

shown in Figure la , J Heertrnan ( 19 79) . \~hen c'lvi ties are for

med Lliboutry (1979) give~ arguments which suggest behaviors 

as shown in Figures lb or le . Here , to a given basal trac

tion two or more values of the sliding velocity exist , giving 

rise to a bifurcation mechanism as explained in the Figure 

caption . The transition from the situation of Figure la to 

that of le is described by a variable connected to the water 

content in the basal r.avities . It is believed that this vari

able is the interstitial pressure . A. Iken (1981) and others 

(1982) have collected field evidence in support of this. A mo

re complete picture of basal sliding is then probably as dis

played and explained in Figure 2 . 

The multiplicity of flow conditio ns suggested by Figure 2 

is physically impossible . Under such circumstances, nature 

favors the stable configuration . Hence, if a glacier is in 

another configuration , which is unstable , any perturbation 
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(a ) (b ) (C) 

There are three possible relationships between the 
component of the velocity parallel to the smoothed
out base , Ub, and the shear traction, Tb . In the 
first , a , which represents sliding without cavity 
formation, Ub and Tb are uniquely related . The se
cond and third , b and c, which are speculative but 
are thought to be r epr esentative of sliding with 
cavity formation, allow for the flow bifurcation 
occasionally observed in glacier surges , and in
deed, the third case, c, may explain surging mo
tion . The S-shaped curve (color) is replaced by a 
sledge-type curve (black) . On the lower part of the 
curve , ub increases sl0wly with Tb until an upper 
limit, Tu, is reached; ub then jumps suddenly to a 
much higher value . Conversely , when starting at 
high values of Tb , ub decreases slowly with de
creasing Tb until a lower limit , T1 , is reached , 
at which point it suddenly drops to a much lower 
value, which corresponds to a sudden slowing of 
the ice. 
(From American Scientist, Vol . 70, Jan . /Feb . 1982 , 
pp . 26-34 . Article by K. Hutter : Glacier Flow . ) 

will cause it to bifurcate rapidly into the stable configura

tion . Such a bifurcation may successfully explain surges . 

Suring glaciers ~ove over a relatively short period of time 

- l to 2 years- at velocities several orders of magnitude 

greater than those of normal glaciers. One cause of the sur

ges is the peculiar sliding law of Figure 2. There are, how

ever, also others, in particular because also some cold gla

ciers are known to occasionally surge. 

In cold ice the velocity and t he temperature distribution 
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VARIABLE DESCRIBIN G 
THICKNESS OF 
LUBRICATING FILM 

BASAL 
SHEAR 

Figure 2 It has been suggested that the transition from 
the unique relationship describing sliding with
out cavity formation to t he relationship describ
ing sliding with cavity formation can be under
stood in terms of a curtain-folded surface . The 
curves cut out of this surface by planes parallel 
to the s l idi ng velocity - basal shear s t ress are 
of the forms shown in a and c of Figure 1 . 
(From American Scientist , Vol . 70 , Jan . /Feb . 1982, 
pp . 26-34 . Article by K. Hutter : Glacier Flow . ) 

interact in a non- linear fashion . G. C . K. Cl arke , U. Nitson 

and W. S.B . Paterson (1977) have shown , using a simplified ma

thematical mode , that under certain condi t ions of geothermal 

heat flux and a tmospher ic tempera ture the longitudinal sur

face velocity is non- uniquely related to these the r mal boun

dary conditions . In the multivalued range , to a given geothe r-
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mal heat flow there exist a small and a large strea~wise sur

face velocity, providing another possible bifurcating mecha

nism , but it is not firmly known yet whether the bifurcation 

would correspond to a transition from an unstable to a stable 

flow configuration . 

Prediction of ice sheet profile geometry is one of the 

most intriguing questions of glacio- climatology, because it 

will ultimately answer the still unknown question of disinte

gration and formation of large ice sheets and will allow pre

diction of glacier advance and retreat on a more local scale . 

First and simple models fail frequently to match observatio

nal facts and bear the disadvantage of not being set on a ri

gorous footing of basic physical laws . When attempting to 

predict mathematically the surface profile of an ice mass un

der steady or transient conditions the profile geometry must 

be deter~ined together with the associated flow and tempera

ture fields . By incorporating into the governing equations 

the fact that ice sheets are long and wide in comparison to 

their maximum thickness L.W . Morland & H. Johnson (1982) and 

Hutter (1982b) succeeded in describing a workable scheme re

sulting in a non-linear set of equations for the surface pro

file that incorporates differential creep and basal sliding, 

yet al l ows the accumulation versus ablation rate function and 

the geothermal heat to be freely and realistically assigned . 

In applied glaciology localized flow problems are general

ly in the foreground ; it i s indeed so that glaciers are often 

being observed, with a view to preventing catastrophs invol

ving human beings . Ice avalanches need not be catastrophes, 

because they are often preceeded by unusually large surface 

velocities , which increase in time and can therefore be measu

red and used to forecast avalanches . Ice with such atypically 

high velocities is confined to limited regions, and the date 

of the catastrophe can be forecasted by fitting a hyperbola 

through the velocity versus- time curve of a typical point and 

identifying the catastrophe with the asymptote of the hyper

bola. 
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